Birmingham City Schools COVID-19 Testing

Alabama Regional Medical Services is glad to work with the Birmingham City School System to provide COVID-19 testing for its teachers and staff. Alabama Regional Medical Services is a Federally-Qualified Health Center founded in 1983. We strive to take care of all patients, regardless of their ability to pay. Our other services include primary care, pediatrics, obstetrics and gynecology, optometry, podiatry, and dental. We have six locations, located throughout the city of Birmingham, including our School Based Health Center, which is located within Wenonah High School.

We are required to obtain certain demographic information from each individual. We ask that you complete the enclosed 3-page Intake form, prior to your visit. These forms can be emailed to ARMS’ Front Desk Supervisor, Traci Davis, at tdavis@arms.healthcare, or you may bring them with you. By having this paperwork completed, in advance, your visit will proceed much faster. A copy of your insurance card and driver’s license is also required. For those with insurance, your insurance company will be billed directly. Individuals without insurance will be tested at no cost.

You may call in advance for an appointment on our COVID-19 line at 205.407.9696, or you may come onsite on any weekday, between the hours of 8 a.m. – 12 p.m. Once your testing has been completed, you will receive some COVID-19 educational material. Also, it is the recommendation of the CDC to quarantine yourself, until your test results have been received. Testing results are provided within 24-48 hours and you will be called, personally, with your results. You may also receive your test results, via text, as long as a valid cell phone has been provided.

Please limit two (2) people per car, if driving and remaining in your car, for the COVID-19 test.

If you have any questions regarding the COVID-19 testing process, please use the following contact information:

COVID Testing Line: 205.407.9696

ARMS Medical Director, Yocunda Clayton, can be reached at yclayton@arms.healthcare.